DFT is so Beautiful Why does it stand so Isolated?

“Design for Test” or “Design for Testability” (DFT) is often a uniquely perceptive endeavor when performed during
the Design Development activity. Those organizations that have embraced the DFT activity as a fundamental design
competency, have gained a growing appreciation for the value it provides. As design complexity continues to
increase, the broader use of DFT will become more ubiquitously recognized as an integral piece of the Design
Development process. DFT’s role has been a key factor in industry’s greatly improved production test and fault
isolation capabilities over the past few decades while providing dividends of confidence to producers in the form of
added product quality at the expectation of improved customer satisfaction. If this holds true, then the beauty of
improved customer satisfaction lies in the promise of potentially continued and increasing longer term sales.
Beauty attracting more beauty.

Where Are We Now?
But in the traditional application of DFT, unfortunately, the sense of value and beauty, prematurely fails to endure.
The value of traditional DFT is soon discovered to be too narrowly realized when considering complex hardware
design domains outside its abrupt island coastal borders of digital or software-enabled, electronic design. How can
that be so – We often hear that DFT is effective at the “system level”? What are we missing? At this point, we need
to determine what is universally understood to be the “system level”. Here is where we gather our first symptom of
one of the primary root causes for industry’s lack of awareness of its role in the broader realization of such
enduring DFT beauty.

A Brief Look Back:
Ralph A. DePaul, Jr. pioneered methods and tools to facilitate a consistent and exhaustive approach to full System
Level “Testability”, beginning in the 1960’s. In 1965, Mr. DePaul prepared a document (“Design Disclosure Format
Document”) that would ultimately be incorporated into the MIL-M-24100B, the precursor to MIL-STD 2165.

After more than a decade of proving the feasibility and value of “Testability Design” before all branches of the US
Armed Services, Mr. DePaul sought the assistance of a local US Congressman to secure the recognition of
“Testability” as a necessary component of the Design Development activity for complex US military systems. This
arduous process was preceded by Mr. DePaul’s relentless pursuit and successful performance of dozens of small-tomedium sized direct contracts with each agency within the US DoD. Most of the awarded contracts were performed
during a rapidly changing point in time that witnessed the advancement in electronics and the violent evolution of
software forms vying for footholds in society during the uncertainty caused by these dynamics. Regardless of many
challenges, Mr. DePaul proved applicability and success on a wide variety of complex military systems during that
time. Eventually, in working with Mr. William L. Keiner (author of MIL-STD 2165 “Testability”) and in coordination
with the US Joint Logistics Command, Mr. DePaul and DSI were finally successful in establishing the basis for
testability as a design development activity. This journey culminated in the 1986 release of MIL-STD-2165.

“Mr. DePaul formed DETEX Systems, Inc. in 1975 and was a leading advocate of testability before the U.S. Congress
and the NSIA and JPL subcommittees on testing. His persistence led to the recognition of a need for a military
standard on testability which resulted in MIL-STD-2165”.

The Annex A of IEEE Std 1522-2004 (Testability and Diagnosability Characteristics and Metrics) identifies DSI’s (Mr.
DePaul, Mr. Gould & Mr. Hartop) earlier contribution to this document (B1, B2 & B3). Author of Testability, MIL-STD2165, Keiner, W. is also identified (B5) at the beginning of this Annex.

The Two (2) “Testability’s”
Over the last couple decades, the understanding of designing for “System Testability” split into two schools –
diverging from its origin where “system” had been understood to be the fully fielded vehicle or equipment – to
today’s more popular understanding of the discipline of “Testability” as being more focused on “Designing For
Test”, or Design For Test (DFT) at the chip, board or set of CCU’s within a (sub)system. To truly perform “Design For
Testability” at the fielded product or “Systems Level”, “DFT” will require a much more advanced, agile and dynamic
structure than what is typically characterized in common implementations. As a result, there is still a pseudo
“duality of schools” on the understanding or interpretation of the role(s) of DFT, which depends upon the
background and primary objectives of the project, program and leadership at the time of the discussion. Some of us
must be ready to be comfortable in both schools at any time.

Ambiguity of the Terms, “DFT” and “System”:
When the context of the use of the term, “DFT” begins to elevate to a target beyond a specific subsystem level, or
to the “vehicle” or fielded “integrated systems” level, then here is where we often begin to witness confusion of the
DFT term. At this juncture, we become introduced to the other common “failure” in the communication
surrounding DFT as caused by the use of the term, “system level”. So, in addition to “system level” being design
domain limited, we begin to peel off another constraint. The DFT computation of its specific (sub)system totally
separate and independent from its interaction with a myriad of comprehensive operating modes of and within any
other integrated (sub)systems from a variety of suppliers and any surprise hosting of variable DFT requirements
allocated downward and outward, if any.

DFT vs. “Diagnosis”:
An often overlooked understanding of DFT is that it is fundamentally limited within the boundaries of the “Test”
discipline. When “Test” is understood to be performed in the production environment, then DFT becomes confined
to looking strictly for “pass” or “failed” “test results”. Where’s the “Diagnostic CONCLUSIONS”? Where’s the
ISOLATION?
Well, Fault Isolation can be described as a separate or companion “diagnostic reasoning” endeavor, sometimes
referred to as “FI” (Fault Isolation) or “Diagnosis”. When “Fault Detection” is used with “Fault Isolation”, we may
notice the combining of these activities as “FD/FI” or sometimes, simply, “FDI”.

Video: ATML-Based Integration of Diagnostics and Test Throughout the System Sustainment Life Cycle.

Calculating Fault Detection is SIMPLE – Calculating Fault Isolation is NOT Simple:
The Beautiful “Digital” Island of DFT is typically unable to equally effectively consider:


The impact of mechanical, hydraulic, etc. or any other non-digital design domain (or mixtures thereof) of in
both Fault Detection (FD) AND Fault Isolation (FI):



Any “system level” FD/FI assessments as inclusive with, or as integrated within any complex system to
include an evolving variety of design hierarchy and/or companion integrated subsystems provided by
separate suppliers or external design activities or organizations.



To interact beyond the boundaries of a simple assessment product paradigm and be “consumed” directly
into the evolving operational or run-time diagnostic implementation technologies or maintenance
philosophy/ies.

FD/FI Assessment Calculations – “Assigned TO Design” verses “Output FROM Design”:
If DFT is to quantify “testability”, but it is not directly transferable to the diagnostic implementation paradigm, then
any resulting data produced within the assessment product must be “assigned to” a unique interpretation of the
FD/FI integrity of that specific design piece.
Fault Isolation, or “Diagnosability”, calculations have been part & parcel to the traditional interpretation of the
requirements of “Designing for Testability” at the “Fielded Product” (or, ‘Integrated Systems’) level. But the
calculation of the “fielded product” level testability is not adequately performed by independently assessing the
diagnostic integrity of any design piece without performing the assessment in the context of the fully fielded,
integrated system(s) and including any number of variant design pieces in an operational paradigm.
Many design pieces and contributing design suppliers will have independent methods to calculate their
independent and specific FD/FI, if required. To “roll-up” such assessment product data results that were “assigned
to” these design pieces, assumes that a system level assessment shall include a thorough interpretation of the
specific FD/FI analyses and any related stipulations reflected in each independent assessment product by that
specific engineer and supplier.
There’s dozens of other designer-independent assumptions that must be absorbed when attempting to
“incorporate” or “meld” FD/FI assessments (particularly when its required to extend such calculations with
reliability, or failure rate data) when projecting fault group assumed constituencies at the next higher level(s) of the
design(s).

Are Your FD/FI Assessment Products “Portable” to the Operational Paradigm?

Typically, any data provided by these traditional FD/FI (or any integrated systems’ design discipline’s) assessment
approaches and products, unfortunately, is mostly relevant only at the time of design acceptance or at design
delivery.
Such assessment products begin to diverge and become less relevant (including similarly-approached reliability &
maintenance engineering assessment products) as the fielded system is maintained. In addition to many other
asymmetrical operational stress factors realized within any integrated system, each occurrence of maintenance
activity will forever change the failure characteristics of the fielded system(s). None of this dose of reality is able to
be immediately or effectively reflective in common third-party or traditional, diagnostics-excluded, assessment
products – regardless of design discipline inferred.
Fault Group constituencies (assigned to BIT codes or to any Health Management, ATE, IETM or any other diagnostic
paradigm) will vary upon prior maintenance activities (Corrective Maintenance or Predictive Maintenance) due to
the new failure properties of each component replaced – either as a result of its failure, its “assumed failure” or its
“assumed impending failure”. The investment into the building of eight or ten-digit decimal precision into the
reliability-assigned failure rates becomes significantly less realized when not able to fully consider the volatility of
fault group constituencies as a product of inferior diagnostic acumen. Disproportionately investing into Reliability
Engineering (or PHM) at the expense of “in kind” of such prioritization/investment into Diagnostics Engineering
exacerbates the size of the gaps between the failure rate data delivered in the assessment products and the
replacement or suspected failure data realized in the sustainment of the fielded system(s). Predictive or Corrective
maintenance become increasing out-of-script and expansive as this gap widens throughout the sustainment life
cycle.

Alternatively, Advanced Diagnostic Engineering – meaning, not reduced to a constrained play at DFT or FD/FI, but
rather a genuine and comprehensive interdisciplinary approach that “inadvertently” and seamlessly considers FD/FI
(diagnostic engineering) as an integral component of the design development AND design sustainment life-cycle(s).

Test Coverage – verses Test Coverage Interference:
Calculating Test Coverage at the lower level pieces (chip, CCU, etc.) of the design are simplified in the fact that the
FD/FI assessment products for that independent design piece is not considering its role or impact on the DFT at the
highest levels of the fielded design. Traditional DFT methodologies lack richness in the seamless consideration of
functional and/or failure effect flow up AND horizontally across (independently or externally-designed) integrated
design subsystems when calculating the diagnostic integrity of the fielded system(s). It is critical to consider that
additional integrated (sub)systems will have an undetermined impact on the “Test Coverage” at higher levels of
design. The design engineer for the lower design piece simply brackets out that diagnostic concern. Hence, the
“Test Coverage Interference” is not objectively considered. Additionally, the Test Coverage and the Test Coverage
Interference MUST also consider the variable diagnostic capability when operating in a multitude of operational
modes which will further reduce the FD/FI capability and consistency in the sustainment. Thus, corrective
remediation or maintenance actions may not be conclusively applied, and if recorded for future repeated actions,
may lead to undetermined sustainment costs in NFFs, CND’s and False System Aborts.

More background on the impact of “Test Coverage” in Test, Diagnostic, Reliability and Safety Assessment
Products can be found here: “Using the Fault Tree Analysis as a Diagnostic Tool”
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/using-fault-tree-analysis-diagnostic-tool-craig-de-paul?trk=prof-post

Assessment Products for DFT should be a Direct Output from the (evolving) Design:
When the Design is captured in eXpress, the entire diagnostic integrity is captured and can be FULLY VALIDATED at
every level, with any subsystem(s), with any design piece, and mixture of design domains, and with any updated
design pieces considered or integrated into the fully fielded design. The variance and limitations of the Test
Coverage are simple and immediate outputs from the eXpress model. The BIT error codes can be fully validated for
any mode and the customer can choose any number of faults he may desire to perform in any maintenance demo.
A video on “desktop” DIAGNOSTIC VALIDATION will be posted for a general audience in a few weeks – but a brief
look at page 4 of this document will provide a small hint: eXpress Newsletter, Fall 2015
(http://www.dsiintl.com/Resources/Newsletters/Fall%202015.pdf).
The FD/FI assessment produced at any level is actually fully transferable to the field AND to any Run-Time
implementation or evolving paradigm.
All assessment products produced from eXpress are OUTPUTS from the fully-integrated and captured design and
available at any time during the design development AND the (evolving) sustainment paradigm.
Since, DSI has had a dog in the fight long ago, it has continued to foster and broaden the reach of DFT ever since.
Not everyone has been aware of, not just DSI’s pioneering of “Designing for Testability”, but its continued
innovation in the integrated (re)use of any investment(s) into this design discipline as well as any companion design
AND support discipline (RAMS).

Other Related videos:
ATML-Based Integration of Diagnostics and Test
Establishing an FHA Architecture
Diagnostically-informed FMECA & FTA:
Generating a "Turn-Key" (Diagnostics-Informed) FMECA:
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